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PEOPLE OF THE BOOK 
“ S T O P  L E A R N I N G  A N D  G E T  A  J O B ! ”  

SETTING THE STAGE :  
ISRAEL’S EXISTENTIAL CRISIS 

ALISA ODENHEIMER/GWEN ACKERMAN –  BUSINESSWEEK, JUNE 27, 2012 

Ultra-orthodox, or haredi, women are joining 
the Israeli labor force in increasing numbers 
and many are choosing to work in technology, 
attracted in part by the industry’s willingness to 
accommodate their religious lifestyle. While 
that has helped keep jobs that might otherwise 
have gone offshore, their husbands’ joblessness 
is a drag on economic growth, 
according to the Bank of 
Israel and the International 
Monetary Fund.  
 
“A continued increase in the 
share of the population which 
does not participate in the 
workforce cannot continue 
forever, and so will have to stop,” Bank of Israel 
Governor Stanley Fischer said earlier this year. 
The imbalance has to be corrected for the 
health of the economy, he added. The central 
bank predicts growth will slow to 3.1 percent 
this year from 4.8 percent in 2010 and 2011. 
 
While the ultra-Orthodox make up about 8 
percent to 10 percent of the population, they 
will represent 17 percent of working-age 
Israelis in 20 years because of their high birth 
rate, according to the bank. By the late 2050s 
they will account for a quarter of the 
population, a March 9 IMF report found.  

The ultra-orthodox, along with Arab-Israelis, 
have the lowest labor participation and highest 
poverty rates in Israel. 
 
“The Haredi and Arab participation problem has 
already caused poverty,” according to the IMF 
report. “If not addressed, this will also cause 
growth to slow sharply.”  

 
“This is a community that is large and 
growing quickly and the broader 
public is losing patience,” said Omer 
Moav, a professor of economics at the 
University of Warwick in Coventry, 
U.K., and at Hebrew University in 
Jerusalem. 
 

Dedication to Torah study isn’t what keeps all 
ultra- orthodox men from taking jobs, he said. 
They don’t receive an education to prepare 
them for the labor force, and many choose to let 
their wives earn paychecks … 
 
Most male students between the ages of 17 and 
20 don’t see a future in the work force and plan 
to continue full-time religious studies, 
according to a survey released May 14 by 
Israel’s Ministry of Industry, Trade and Labor. 
The majority spend as many as 10 hours a day 
in seminaries known as yeshivas. 

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER 

 DO YOU THINK THESE PEOPLE ARE HURTING SOCIETY? 

 WOULD PEOPLE BE JUSTIFIED IN WANTING TO SPEND THEIR LIFE 

LEARNING TORAH? 
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ENGAGING THE TEXT:  
THE CREATION OF THE WORLD 

ZOHAR, TERUMAH 161A 

 אסתכל הוה עלמא אוך הוש ברוהקד בראכד 
 אתברי רייתאובאו .עלמא בראו רייתאובא בה

 עלמא

When God created the universe, He looked into the Torah and created 

the world [based on what was written in it]. It was through the Torah 

that the world was created. 

RABBI CHAIM VOLOZHIN, NEFESH HACHAIM 4:11 

Therefore [since the Torah is the blueprint and origin of this world], the 
primary source of life, light, and existence of all the worlds is the 
involvement of the Jewish people in Torah study.  

RABBI NAFTALI TZVI BERLIN –  THE NETZIV 

Rebbe Naftali Tzvi Berlin of Velozhin, the Netziv, was once asked, "Rabbi, how is it possible for you, all 
these years, to bear the noise that comes from the building of the Yeshivah? The din can be heard from far 
away. How is it possible that it does not bother you, whereas you live so close to the Yeshivah?"  

The Netziv smiled and answered, "Have you ever heard the owner of a flour mill complain about the noise 
and uproar that emanates from the grinding of flour in the mill? Of course he does not complain! The 
uproar tells him that his livelihood is healthy. The music of the grinding of the flour sweetens his sleep.  

"I am like the miller. The sound of Torah coming from the mouths of the 
Yeshivah students is sweet. It is the source of my life. It fills me with 
strength and encouragement. It is sweet music to my ears. The Netziv 
concluded, "If, God forbid, the noise stopped, I would not be able to sleep for 
a moment..." 

 

 

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER 

 WHAT DOES IT MEAN THAT THE WORLD WAS CREATED FROM THE 

BLUEPRINT OF THE TORAH? WHAT RAMIFICATIONS WOULD THAT 

HAVE? 

 HOW WOULD LEARNING TORAH PLAY A ROLE IN THE WORLD AROUND 

US? 
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ENGAGING THE TEXT: 

RABBI DR. AKIVA TATZ, ANATOMY OF A SEARCH, PP. 35-36 

In today’s world, “education” is about acquiring the knowledge necessary to earn a living or further a 
career. Graduating “with honors” means the student has achieved a high academic record. There is no 
curriculum to build good character and moral conduct. In 
Jewish thought, however, academic success is secondary 
to personal growth and moral development. We do not 
pursue studies for purely intellectual development or to 
advance our careers, but for the purpose of becoming 
better people.  

Unfortunately, it is all too common to find people of great intellectual capabilities who are morally 
compromised. In this intellectual climate, it is not surprising to find people searching for honesty, integrity, 
and an internally directed sense of meaning and purpose. Torah study is completely different. From a 
young age children are trained to incorporate what they learn into their lives on a daily basis. Rather than 
the “do-as-I-say-not-as-I-do” attitude so prevalent in secular thought, in Judaism, thought and action are 
inseparable. “If a child’s progress is monitored in spelling and arithmetic but not in character building, he 
gets the idea that only the former are important. Hence a Torah education includes education for life in 
general, for friendships, for marriage, in short, for everything, because Torah is everything.” 

TZOFIA HIRSCHFELD, WHY KOREANS STUDY TALMUD, 5/12/2011 

Almost every house in South Korea has a translated Talmud. But unlike Israel, even 
Korean mothers study it and read from it to their young children. Yes, in a country of 
almost 49 million people, many of whom believe in Buddhism and Christianity, there are 
more people who read the Talmud – or at least have a copy of it at home – than in the 
Jewish state. Much more. 
 
"We were very curious about the Jews' outstanding academic achievements," explains South Korean 
Ambassador to Israel Young Sam Ma, who was a guest on Channel 1's "Culture Today" show. "The Jews 
have a high percentage of Nobel Prize laureates in all fields: In literature, science and economics. It's an 
amazing achievement. We tried to understand the secret of the Jewish people. How do they – more than 
other nations – manage to reach such impressive achievements? How is it that Jews are such geniuses? The 

conclusion we reached is that one of your secrets is studying Talmud. Jews read the 
Talmud from an early age, and we believe it helps them develop great abilities. This 
understanding led us to the conclusion that we should also teach children Talmud. 
We believe that if we teach our children Talmud we could also be geniuses. And 
that's what stands behind the decision to read Talmud at home.” 
 

The Koreans are fond of the Talmud not just because they believe it advances the genius quality, but 
because they have found values close to their heart in it. "The Jewish tradition emphasizes family values," 
explains the South Korean ambassador. "You can also see it today, in your custom to convene every Friday 
for a family meal.  In my country the family is very important too. The way older people are treated, the 
respect and appreciation Judaism has for the elderly, are parallel to the high appreciation the elderly get in 
my country. Another significant thing is the attitude towards education. In the Jewish tradition there is a 
duty to teach the children, and a lot of attention is devoted to it. Among Korean parents, the children's 
education is the top priority as well.” 
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RAMBAM, MISHNEH TORAH, HILCHOS TALMUD TORAH 3:10 

Anyone who comes to the conclusion that he should involve himself in Torah study without doing work 
and derive his livelihood from charity, desecrates [God's] name, dishonors the Torah, extinguishes the 
light of faith, brings evil upon himself, and forfeits the life of the World to Come, for it is forbidden to 
derive benefit from the words of Torah in this world.  

RAMBAM, MISHNEH TORAH, HILCHOS SHMITAH V ’YOVEL 13:12-13 

Why did the Levites not receive a portion in the inheritance of Eretz Yisrael and in the spoils of war like their 
brothers? Because they were set aside to serve God and minister unto Him and to instruct people at large in 
His just paths and righteous judgments... Therefore they were set 
apart from the ways of the world. They do not wage war like the 
remainder of the Jewish people, nor do they receive an 
inheritance, nor do they acquire for themselves through their 
physical power. Instead, they are God's legion...  
 
Not only the tribe of Levi, but any one of the inhabitants of the 
world whose spirit generously motivates him and he understands 
with his wisdom to set himself aside and stand before God to serve 
Him and minister to Him and to know God, proceeding justly as God made him, removing from his neck the 
yoke of the many reckonings which people seek, he is sanctified as holy of holies. God will be His portion and 
heritage forever and will provide what is sufficient for him in this world like He provides for the Priests and 
the Levites.  

MARAN R.Y.Z. ON THE TORAH, PARSHAT CHAYEI SARAH 

Our Rabbis taught: “And you shall gather in your corn.” What is to be learnt from these words? … [This] 
implies that you are to combine the study of Torah with a worldly occupation. This is the view of Rabbi 
Yishmael. Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai says: Is that possible? If a man ploughs in the ploughing season, and 
sows in the sowing season, and reaps in the reaping season, and threshes in the threshing season, and 
winnows in the season of wind, when will he have time for Torah? 
 
The Brisker Rav explains that Rabbi Yishmael's path is for most people, while Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai's 
approach is appropriate for only a few, determined individuals. Therefore, the first statement of 
Maimonides, which encourages working, is referring to the masses. The average person's commitment will 
not stand up to the demand of full-time Torah study. However, the second statement, exempting Torah 
scholars from labor, is directed to those individuals who are able to fulfill such a commitment. 

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER 

 HOW DO YOU FIGURE OUT HOW MUCH TORAH YOU SHOULD BE 

LEARNING? 

 SHOULD MORAL DEVELOPMENT BE A PART OF ONE’S EVERYDAY 

SCHOOL STUDIES? 
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KNOW HOW TO ANSWER 

FULL TIME LEARNING VS. COMBINING LEARNING WITH A 
PROFESSION, RABBI YITZCHAK BREIT OWITZ, JULY 19, 1999 

Why are there so many people learning in Kollel today? Contrary to some popular myths, in pre-war Europe, 
most Jews were either working (often starting at age fourteen) or trying to. The yeshivot of Eastern Europe 
were, for the most part, elitist. It follows that many of those who learned in kollel became Gedolei Torah. But the 
overwhelming majority of Jews were involved in earning a living. 
Why has this changed in the post-war Orthodox world? This is an atypical period in 
Jewish history. Why, in many Orthodox circles, has full-time kollel learning become 
such an accepted norm? Two reasons are often given for this: 

1) Full-time learning is seen by some as a necessary strategy for keeping one’s 
head religiously above water in a predominantly non-religious environment. 
Even though the common Eastern-European Orthodox Jew was not studying in kollel, he was 
surrounded with religious life. He would pray three times a day and often say Tehillim or attend an Ein 
Yaakov or Chayei Adam class. Home life followed tradition, Torah and mitzvot. There was a not 
uncommon custom for a layman who worked all week to stay awake all Shabbat night and learn. There 
were cobblers who knew the entire Talmud. The modern Jewish environment is so much more secular. 
Many basic Jewish values and morēs are just ignored by many. Kollel might be a necessity even for many 
Jews, even if they are not necessarily the most gifted, in order to retain a strong religious life. 

2) The post-Holocaust era is a Jewish state of emergency. Many of the gedolim of Europe were killed in the 
Holocaust and there is a need for an emergency revival of Torah. 

Even when one adds up all the people learning in yeshivot in Israel and the diaspora, one still only arrives at a 
small fraction of the Jewish people as a whole. The tribe of Levi was originally intended to be supported by the 
whole people to be able to devote themselves to Torah and service of Hashem on behalf of the whole people. The 
population of the yeshiva world roughly parallels that of the tribe of Levi and can build on the biblical model. 

RABBI CHAIM VOLOZHIN, NEFESH HACHAIM 4:11 

And for this reason the Sages teach that one who studies Torah without ulterior motives is 
considered a “companion.” The meaning is that he is a companion, a colleague, of God, so to 
speak, by facilitating the continuation of the world through his Torah study [i.e. just as God 
created and maintains the world through Torah, so too does the individual who studies Torah]. 

RABBI JONATHAN SACKS, COVENANT & CONVERSATION 5772, VAYELECH  

So long as the Jewish people never stop learning, it will not die. The national equivalent of the angel of death – 
the  law that all nations, however great, eventually decline and fall – does not apply to a people who never cease 
to study, never forgetting who they are and why. Never has a people loved a book more. Never has a book 
sustained a people longer or lifted it higher. 

ROLE PLAY 

Someone approaches you and says, “You’re a Jew right? Why are Jews infatuated with that outdated, archaic Bible?” 

What do you respond? 
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WHY IS JEWISH ADVOCACY IMPORTANT? 

PIRKEI AVOT, CHAPTER 2, MISHNAH 19 

Rabbi Elazar said: Be diligent in the study of Torah. Know what to answer a heretic.  

PISKEI TESHUVOS, SIMAN 671,  SEIF 5, NOTE 11  

“Place the Chanukah candles outside of the front door, facing the public… and in 
times of danger, when you’re not permitted to perform the mitzvah, place the 
menorah on a table [inside the house], and that’s fine.” 
 
Nowadays, when there is no danger, why don’t we light outside [the way we used to before it became 
dangerous]? ... Even though there’s no danger now, we always have to be wary that maybe the [gentiles] 
will change their minds and [our relationship] will deteriorate… 

THE SHEMA PRAYER 

ר, ָהֵאלֶּה ַהְדָבִרים ְוָהיּו... , ַהּיוֹם ְמַצְּוָך ָאֹנִכי ֲאשֶּ
ָך  ַעל  ְבִשְבְתָך, ָבם ְוִדַבְרָת , ְלָבנֶּיָך ְוִשַנְנָתם .ְלָבבֶּ

ָך ְכְתָך, ְבֵביתֶּ ְך ּוְבלֶּ רֶּ ָך, ּוְבָשְכְבָך, ַבדֶּ .ּוְבקּומֶּ  

Let these matters which I command you this day be upon your heart. And 

teach them to your children, speak of them while you sit in your home, 

while you walk on the way, when you recline, and when you arise. 

RAMBAM, MISHNEH TORAH, HILCHOS TALMUD TORAH 1:3   

One is obligated to hire a teacher for one's son… 
 
A person who was not instructed by his father is obligated to arrange for his own instruction when he can 
understand, as [Deuteronomy 5:1] states: "And you shall study them and take heed to perform them." 
 
Similarly, in every place, one finds that study takes precedence over deed, for study leads to practice.  However, 
performing a deed does not bring about study.  

CHOFETZ CHAIM, SHEM OLAM, CHAPTER 22   

"We recite in the Passover Haggadah: "In every generation, they rise up against us to destroy us." So have things 
continued until this day, as we approach the end of this long struggle. 
 
But now, the length of this fierce battle has caused us to become weary... We have almost no strength left to 

withstand the onslaught. Nevertheless, we must not relent in our time of distress! We 
must gird ourselves with our remaining energy to resist the enemy, both the 
defectors from our own people and other trials that have arisen to take us away from 
our Torah and our religion. The end of the war is very near, but if we do not maintain 
our strength at this time, all our struggles on behalf of the Torah throughout our long 
exile will have been in vain. 
 

How great is the merit of those who strengthen themselves in these times... They pursue every avenue for 
fostering study and observance to prevent them from being forgotten from Israel, Heaven forbid! 


